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FLYING SCHOOL™
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1. Why does a ghost need a broom to fly?

2. This lil’ devil’s going to fly on a pitchfork.

3. This will reduce the response time.  Right?

4. Ladybug, ladybug fly away home.

5. Is it just me or do you think she 
has done this before?

6. Fairy fair into the air.

7. A vampire flying is just batty.

8. Air terrapin, protective gear included.

9. Were-rooster?

10. Werewolf in the air, feeling 
the wind in his hair.

11. …and he’s going deep.

12. The Phantom is going to hit 
some new high notes.

13. Who needs Pegasus when you have 
a flying hobby horse, yeeeeha.

14. Flying School—first lesson free.

15. Getting some last minute advice 
from a feathered friend.

16. Hey Pan, you’re doing it wrong.

17. Expert coaching included at 
no additional charge.

18. Tink! You don’t need a broom, silly sprite.

19. This is a new angle on the break out.

20. New utility belt item for the Dynamic Duo.

21. Ooops, look where you’re going!

22. Happy Scarecrow waiting for 
the Great Pumpkin.

23. Pumpkins which will become… (#28)

24. Oh, sorry, there is a weight 
limit on these things.

25. Coming in for a peg legged landing.

26. Witches give American Gothic a new spin.

27. This is Bert, just Bert.

28. Scaredy Crow.

29. … (#23)Jack-O-Lanterns… 
or pie.  Yeah, pie is good.

Grab your broom and get in line for free flying lessons! Kids will spend hours with this festive puzzle, 
full of interesting characters waiting for their turn to hop on a magic broom. They will love the humor in 
Eric’s painting along with the freedom to imagine flying through the nighttime sky on a full moon night. 

With its rich detail, you will notice something new and exciting each time at the magic Flying School.
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